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In this arti le we onsider systems of parallel hard superellipsoids, whi h an be viewed as a possible interpolation between ellipsoids of revolution and ylinders. Superellipsoids are hara terized by
an aspe t ratio and an exponent α (shape parameter) whi h takes are of the geometry, with α = 1
orresponding to ellipsoids of revolution, while α = ∞ is the limit of ylinders. It is well known that,
while hard parallel ylinders exhibit nemati , sme ti , and solid phases, hard parallel ellipsoids do
not stabilize the sme ti phase, the nemati phase transforming dire tly into a solid as density is
in reased. We use omputer simulation to nd eviden e that for α ≥ αc , where αc is a riti al value
whi h the simulations estimate to be in the interval 1.21.3, the sme ti phase is stabilized. This is
surprisingly lose to the ellipsoidal ase. In addition, we use a density-fun tional approa h, based on
the ParsonsLee approximation, to des ribe sme ti and olumnar ordering. In ombination with a
freevolume theory for the rystalline phase, a theoreti al phase diagram is predi ted. While some
qualitative features, su h as the enhan ement of sme ti stability for in reasing α, and the probable
absen e of a stable olumnar phase, are orre t, the pre ise lo ation of oexisten e densities are
quantitatively in orre t.
PACS numbers: 61.30.Cz,64.70.mf

I.

INTRODUCTION

Hard intera tion models have played an important role
in the understanding of the nature and stru ture of simple liquids and rystals made of parti les with spheri al
symmetry. For anisotropi parti les, the hard ellipsoid
(HE) and hard-sphero ylinder (HSC) models have played
a role similar to that of the hard-sphere model (HS) in
simple liquids, though these models are not so universal as the HS model. In parti ular, HE and HSC uids
exhibit an isotropi nemati phase transition but, while
the HSC uid shows a stable sme ti phase, all eviden e
to date suggests that the HE uid does not1 . Clearly,
the formation of the sme ti phase must be the result of
deli ate pa king ee ts dire tly related to parti le shape.
This feature of the HE uid is a lear disadvantage in the
formulation of perturbation theories for liquid rystals2.
The problem of why hard ellipsoids do not get stabilised into a layered sme ti stru ture is in intriguing
one. The properties of a perfe tly aligned uid of ellipsoids an be mapped onto those of hard spheres, and the
HS uid does not exhibit phases with order intermediate
between the uid and the rystal. On top of that, orientational freedom probably plays against sme ti formation.
Re ent simulation work on parallel hard ellipsoids augmented by an isotropi square well have shown that, in
this system, sme ti layers an be stabilised3 ; however, in
view of the rather arti ial model potential used, the result probably does not ree t any essentially interesting

underlying property of ellipsoids.
The physi al reason for the absen e of sme ti order in
the HE uid obviously lies in the geometri al properties
of an ellipsoid. Wen and Meyer4 addressed the general
problem of sme ti formation in uids of parallel hard
rods. They provided an explanation in terms of the entropy gain involved in the in reased pa king e ien y in
sme ti layers, whi h more than outweighs the entropy
loss asso iated with the onset of layering with respe t
to the nemati phase. This e ien y is very mu h redu ed in ellipsoids due to parti le shape, sin e ellipsoids
arranged in a layer leave too mu h void spa e. Alternatively one may think that in reasing pa king, whi h
would involve lling this spa e, entails interlo king between the layers, whi h promotes rystalline order but
dis ourages formation of the sme ti phase.
A question that an be asked to understand this problem from a dierent perspe tive is the following: if we
perturb the shape of an ellipsoid in the dire tion of a
sphero ylinder or a ylinder, both of whi h exhibit sme ti phases5 , for whi h parti le shape does sme ti stability set in? The answer to this question may provide
some further insight into the relation between parti le
geometry and sme ti stability. As a bonus, it would
help formulate more useful hardbody models that an
be used in perturbation theories.
Only a few previous studies have addressed this issue. Of parti ular relevan e to our study is that of
Evans6 , who used an Onsager se ond-virial oe ient
approximation to investigate sme ti formation in u-
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ids made of hard ellipsoids, hard sphero ylinders and
hard ellipo ylinders, a parti le with a shape somehow
intermediate between that of the rst two. The ellipsoids, both parallel and with un onstrained orientations,
did not form a sme ti phase before the rystal, while
the other parti les did at some parti ular density prior
to rystallization. It was on luded that ellipsoids are
pathologi al in that they do not form a sme ti phase6 .

In the present paper we again address this problem by
studying a ontinuum of parti le shapes, in the limit of
parallel parti les, but this time interpolating between the
ellipsoid and the ylinder by means of a model, the hard
superellipsoid (HSE) of revolution, ontaining an exponent α that an be varied ontinuously. Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations are used to analyse the stability of the
sme ti phase and other phases with partial positional order (i.e. olumnar phase) of the parallel model (PHSE),
in the region of geometries lose to the ellipsoid, and
an approximate phase diagram as a fun tion of α is obtained. The olumnar phase is not stable in the phase
diagram. MC simulations of freely rotating ut spheres
have shown that the olumnar phase an be stabilised
for some range of aspe t ratios7 . However simulations of
parallel ylinders do not give on lusive eviden e for the
presen e of olumnar symmetry in the phase diagram5,
and a re ent fundamental measure theory (FMT) for parallel ylinders8 also rules out the olumnar phase as a
thermodynami ally stable phase. However, one of the
on lusions of the present paper is that the sme ti phase
an be stabilised with respe t to the nemati phase for
some type of PHSE parti les. Therefore, in the approximation of parallel parti les, ellipsoids do not seem to be
pathologi al; rather it is a ontinuum of parti le shapes,
lose to the ellipsoidal, that do not exhibit sme ti order.
To omplement these studies, a densityfun tional theory based on the ParsonsLee approa h9 was used to investigate the relative stability of the sme ti phase with
respe t to other phases with lower symmetry. For the
rystal phase, a freevolume approximation is used. The
main on lusion that an be drawn is that the Parsons
Lee approximation, in ombination with freevolume theory, only gives a qualitative pi ture of the relative stability of the phases. The pre ise lo ation of the transition
points are in orre t. Other features, su h as the fa t that
the olumnar phase is not stable, appear to be orre tly
des ribed. Resort to other, more sophisti ated theories,
e.g. of the FMT type, would be needed to obtain a better des ription. However, although the initial framework
of the FMT for general onvex parti les was initially developed by Rosenfeld10 , its appli ation only works for
isotropi uids, as it was shown in Ref.11 . For some simple geometries (su h as parallelepipedi ) the FMT an
be formulated from rst prin iples with restri ted parti le orientations12. The generalisation of the FMT to
geometries like the ones des ribed here seems to be a
rather di ult task.

II.

PARTICLE MODEL

We onsider parallel parti les with symmetry of revolution (axially symmetri about the z axis). The superellipsoid results by making a superellipse in the xz plane
revolve around the z axis, with the equation


R
a

2α

+

z
b

2α

= 1,

R=

p
x2 + y 2 .

(1)

a and b are the semi-lengths of the parti le in the xy
plane and along the z axis, respe tively, and α is the
shape exponent. This equation denes a parti le with
a geometry interpolating between the ellipsoid (α = 1)
and the ylinder (α = ∞). Note that the PHSE model is
dierent from that used by Evans6 , whose model interpolates between an ellipsoid and a sphero ylinder. Fig.
1 depi ts a few bodies (with a = b, whi h ould be alled
superspheres) for dierent values of α. Thermodynami
and stru tural properties of su h a uid of parallel parti les s ale trivially with parti le elongation, so that it is
su ient to onsider the ase a = b = σ0 /2, with σ0 the
parti le breadth.

Figure 1: Superellipsoids with a = b (superspheres) for values
of α equal to 1, 1.5, 2 and 5 (from left to right).

The stable lowdensity phase of the PHSE model is a
nemati phase (all parti les oriented along the z axis and
with their enters of mass disordered positionally). At
high densities we expe t a solid phase with some rystalline stru ture (the question of whi h stru ture is stabilised will be addressed later). At intermediate densities
we ould, in prin iple, expe t dierent phases with partial
order (sme ti or olumnar) to get stabilised, depending
on the value of α.
III.

THEORETICAL TOOLS

To explore the phase behaviour of the PHSE model we
used onstantpressure MC simulation. We have simulated systems of N = 12 × 103 parti les, with α = 1.0
2.0. Both ompression runs from the low-density nemati
phase and expansion runs from a high-density rystalline
stru ture were ondu ted. From these, equations of state
are obtained, and the dierent phases may be identied.
Relative stability between nemati , sme ti and rystal
phases (some of whi h, as we will see, undergo a rst
order phase transition) annot be as ertained, sin e no
attempt was made at omputing absolute free energies.
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Stru tural quantities, su h as density proles along the
ordering dire tion, ρ(z), and radial distribution fun tions
parallel and perpendi ular to this dire tion, gk (z) and
g⊥ (R), were also al ulated. All this information allows
us to get a pi ture of the trends in phase behaviour that
an be expe ted as the exponent α is varied.
To omplement simulation results, a number of theoreti al analyses have been arried out. In the high
density region, the lassi al freevolume theory has been
implemented. The freevolume freeenergy density is
written as
v 
free
βF = −N log
(2)
Λ3
where N is the number of parti les, vfree the free volume
available to a parti le when the others are kept xed in
their latti e positions, β = 1/kT and Λ is the thermal
wavelength. For parallel hard ylinders this is an analyti al fun tion of density. In the general ase this is
probably not true, and we have omputed vfree by MC
integration. In the lowdensity region, a simple virial
expansion for the ex ess free energy,
Z
Z
1
βFex [ρ] = −
dr dr′ ρ(r)ρ(r′ )f (r − r′ )
2
Z
Z
Z
1
′
dr dr
dr′′ ρ(r)ρ(r′ )ρ(r′′ )
−
6
× f (r − r′ )f (r′ − r′′ )f (r − r′′ ) + ... (3)

has been onsidered to al ulate the nemati sme ti
bifur ation line13 , with an aim to omparing with the
ParsonLee approa h (see later). In the above expansion
f (r) is the Mayer fun tion of two parallel PHSE, and ρ(r)
the lo al density distribution. This expansion is meaningful only for the lowdensity nemati phase and expe ted
to rapidly fail as the system density is in reased, but at
least it may give an indi ation as to whether the system
is prone to developing sme ti ordering and, if so, how
this tenden y depends on parti le shape. Spe i ally, we
have applied a bifur ation analysis based on the above
expansion (presented in Appendix A), using se ond and
thirdorder terms in ρ(r). At higher density, i.e. in regions where the sme ti or olumnar phases may be stable, an alternative is to use a ParsonsLee (PL) s heme9 .
In the PL approa h, an approximate resummation of the
virial series is performed, using the exa t se ond virial
oe ient. That is, we take
BnPHSE =

BnHS PHSE
B
B2HS 2

(4)

where BnHS are hardsphere virial oe ients. With this
s aling of the PHSE virial oe ients, the ex ess free
energy writes
Z
Z
ΨHS (η)
dr dr′ ρ(r)ρ(r′ )f (r − r′ ), (5)
βFex [ρ] = − HS
2B2 ρ0
where ΨHS (η) is the ex ess free energy per parti le of
a HS uid of the same pa king fra tion η as our uid

of PHSE parti les. The pa king fra tion is given by
η = ρ0 v0 , with ρ0 the mean density and v0 the partile volume, given by


πσ03
1 1
v0 (α) =
B
,
,
(6)
12α
α 2α
where B(x, y) is the beta fun tion. For ΨHS (η) we use the
CarnahanStarling expression, ΨHS (η) = (4 − 3η)η/(1 −
η)2 . In the minimisations of the total free energy,
Z
 

F [ρ] = β −1 drρ(r) log ρ(r)Λ3 − 1
(7)

+ Fex [ρ],

where Fex [ρ] is given by (3) or (5), the density prole ρ(r)
is parametrised in some onvenient way. For the sme ti
and olumnar phases at low densities we use a trun ated
Fourier expansion. For high densities a Gaussian parameterization is used. Details of these al ulations are given
in Appendix B.
IV.

RESULTS

In this se tion we use the pa king fra tion η as a onvenient measure of density. For a given density, sin e v0
is an in reasing fun tion of α, η in reases slightly from
the ellipsoid to the ylinder. In Fig. 2, MC data for
redu ed presure pv0 /kT versus pa king fra tion η , for
all the parti le shapes onsidered, are shown (from now
on we only show simulation results for the systems with
N ≃ 103 parti les; sele ted he ks with twi e as many
parti les did not give any quantitative dieren es). In all
ases the lowdensity phase is a nemati (N phase), sin e
all parti les are parallel, whereas the system rystallises
at high density (K phase). We begin by dis ussing the
highdensity region, where the rystal phase is the stable
phase.
As expe ted, ompression runs starting from the low
density nemati phase (open squares in Fig. 2) ultimately
reate a defe ted rystal, via a rstorder phase transition (this appears as a lear density dis ontinuity in
all ases). Expansion runs from a perfe t highdensity
rystal (lled squares in Fig. 2) give a solid bran h
with defe tfree stru tures in most instan es. However,
in small systems defe ts onsisting of olumns of partiles that have moved along the dire tor by a fra tion of
the unit ell are reated. This may give the impression
that averaged stru tures orrespond to a stable olumnar
phase. A related situation was found in the simulations of
Veerman and Frenkel on parallel hard ylinders5 , where
a strong dependen e of olumnar stability on system size
was found.
To investigate this, we prepared initial ongurations
with olumnar symmetry at high density; in expansion
runs, the system always stayed as a olumnar phase (triangles in Fig. 2). Therefore, for large system sizes,
systems with olumnar and rystalline stru tures look
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Figure 2: Equation of state pressurepa king fra tion for various values of shape parameter α (shown in ea h panel), as
obtained from onstantpressure Monte Carlo simulations.
Open squares: ompression runs starting from nemati phase.
Filled squares: expansion runs starting from rystalline phase
with ABC symmetry. Triangles: expansion runs starting from
olumnar symmetry. Identi ation of phases is made with
symbols (N, S and K for nemati , sme ti and rystal, respe tively).

as though they are a tually me hani ally stable, and
there seems to be a large freeenergy barrier between
the two stru tures. However, ompressions from the nemati never give rise to ongurations ontaining partial olumnar order (whi h would seem easier to generate than full threedimensional order). Without expli it
al ulation of free energies, no denite on lusion an be
rea hed on the relative stabilities of olumnar and rystalline phases; however, given that no lear eviden e for
olumnar ordering has been found in simulations of parallel hard ylinders5 , and that FMT al ulations on the
same system predi t that olumnar order is not thermodynami ally stable8 , we believe it unlikely that a olumnar phase may get stabilised in PHSE.
As the rystal is expanded to lower density the system looses translational order (either totally or partially),
and be omes uid via a dis ontinuity in density. Fig.
3( ) shows the radial distribution fun tions along and
perpendi ular to the dire tor, gk (z) and g⊥ (R), in the
rystal phase for the ase α = 1.5. Both present a high
degree of stru ture, as expe ted in a rystalline phase.
Therefore all eviden e suggests that there is a rstorder
uid rystal (i.e. freezing) transition.
The question on the nature of the rystalline phase
and how the system is prepared in the expansion runs
deserves some omments. In fa t the symmetry of the
stru ture seems to hange at some value of α. The generi
rystal stru ture onsists of sta ked triangular layers, either in phase (AAA stru ture) or out of phase. The latter
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Figure 3: Radial distribution fun tions along ( ontinuous
line) and perpendi ular to (dashed line) the dire tor, gk (z)
and g⊥ (R), for the PHSE uid with α = 1.5; (a) η = 0.38;
(b) η = 0.43; and ( ) η = 0.53.

may have ABCA..., ABAB..., or randomsta king stru tures, all of these being ompa t stru tures (i.e. they
share the same value of the losepa king density). A priori one ould onsider the AAA, ABC and ABAB stru tures to be the most stable andidates, ree ting simple
hexagonal, fa e entred ubi  and hexagonal lose
pa kedlike symmetries, respe tively (the nal stru tures
obtained by the simulations do not have these exa t symmetries, sin e the intralayer unit ell distan e does not
exa tly orrespond to the interlayer spa ing expe ted in
these stru tures; obviously this is a onsequen e of the
asymmetry of the parti les along and perpendi ular to
their symmetry axes). The situation, for la k of a more
detailed analysis based on freeenergy estimations is, as
usual, un ertain ( f. the old debate on the hardsphere
rystal14 ), presumably due to very small freeenergy differen es. For freely rotating ellipsoids a re ent work has
shown the existen e of a dierent rystal pa king onsisting of a simple mono lini latti e with a basis of two ellipsoids with dierent orientations15 (of ourse this stru ture annot o ur in our parallelparti le model). In our
ase of parallel PHSE parti les with α ≤ 1.5, simulations with between 8 to 12 layers along the z dire tion
may give stru tures with any type of sta king depending
on how the initial onguration is prepared (in the limit
α = 1, we know that ABC sta king is preferred14 ). However, in the limit α → ∞, the AAA stru ture is learly
more stable, and it is expe ted that somewhere in the
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interval 1.5 < α < ∞ there is a hange in the nature of
the rystal phase. Some preliminary simulations indi ate
that the riti al value may be between 1.5 and 2.0 (e.g. a
rystal with α = 1.5, when prepared with AAA sta king,
shows a strong tenden y to evolve towards random sta king, whereas the system with α = 2.0, when prepared
with ABC sta king, evolves towards AAA sta king), but
freevolume theory gives a rather higher value (see later).
Now the entral question of the present paper is
whether there exists an intermediate, stable uid phase
between the lowdensity nemati and the highdensity
rystal phase. In the limit α = 1 (parallel ellipsoids)
ones knows for ertain that there are no phases with partial (sme ti or olumnar) order1 . By ontrast, in the
opposite limit α = ∞ (parallel ylinders) previous MC
simulations5 indi ate that the nemati phase hanges to
a sme ti phase via a ontinuous transition. Clearly in
our intera tion model, whi h interpolates between these
two limits, there must be a value of α beyond whi h
the sme ti phase be omes stable. A tually this is the
ase. In Fig. 2 ases where a sme ti phase has been
identied are indi ated by a orresponding label (S for
sme ti ). Eviden e for the S phase omes from density
distributions (see later), as the pressure shows no sign
of a NS transition, pointing to a ontinuous transition.
We should note that re ent simulations on freely-rotating
hard sphero ylinders in the limit of innite aspe t ratio
have shown that the nemati -sme ti transition is of rst
order16 . Thus, we an on lude that the parallel alignment onstraint is responsible for the se ond-order nature
of the N-S transition of hard ylinders, and this ould
also be the ase in our model. By in reasing the pressure
further ( ompression run), the sme ti phase transforms
into a defe ted rystal phase via a rstorder phase transition.
As mentioned above, our simulations indi ate that a
sme ti phase stabilises for nite α, i.e. in the range
αc ≤ α < ∞, where αc is some riti al value. Indire t eviden e omes from omputation of density proles, sme ti order parameter (not shown) and orrelation fun tions. In Fig. 4 the evolution of the density
prole ρ(z), as density is in reased, is shown for the ase
α = 1.5. The onset of sme ti order is learly identied
by the smooth appearan e of density peaks. The density
proles exhibit a lear strati ation at a pa king fra tion
ηNS ≃ 0.43. That the highdensity phase in question is
sme ti , and not rystalline, an be on luded from the
radial distribution fun tions along and perpendi ular to
the dire tor, shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), whi h point to
inplane uidlike orrelations in the intermediate phase.
Analysis of the ase α = 1.2, in ontrast, suggests no
eviden e for a sme ti phase: the nemati uid freezes
dire tly into a rystal (see Fig. 2), similarly to the ase
of ellipsoids. The intermediate ase α = 1.3, however,
does show signs of sme ti stability. >From all the information olle ted for the various systems analysed, we
estimate the riti al value of α asso iated with the onset of stability of the sme ti phase to be in the range
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Figure 4: Density proles ρ(z) for the PHSE uid with α =
1.5; (a) η = 0.39; (b) η = 0.43; and ( ) η = 0.45.

αc = 1.21.3.
Fig. 5 summarises our results in the form of a phase
diagram of pa king fra tion η vs. inverse exponent α−1 .
For α >
∼ 1.2 the sme ti phase (S in the graph) is stable. Simulation data for the limit α = ∞ ( ylinders,
lled triangles and squares) are taken from simulations
by Veerman and Frenkel5 , and are essentially exa t as
they were inferred from simulations in orporating freeenergy al ulations. Data for hard spheres (lled ir les)
are taken from Hoover and Ree17 . In the other ases
transition densities for the nemati sme ti , nemati 
rystal and sme ti  rystal transitions are only approximate. As already mentioned, the rst (indi ated by open
ir les) is of se ond order. The others (open triangles
and squares) are of rstorder, with a wide density gap;
sin e no free energies were omputed, we only plot, using verti al bars, approximate limits of metastability of
the two phases involved (the symbols are only the average pa kingfra tion values inferred from the estimated
limits of metastability).
A se ond aim of our study is to rationalise the ndings
from omputer simulation using theoreti al models. As
mentioned in Se . III, we have onsidered three theoretial models: a lowdensity virial expansion up to third or-
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Figure 5: Phase diagram in the plane pa king fra tion η 
inverse shape parameter α−1 . Continuous lines: oexisten e
boundaries for the sme ti solid transition from PL theory
for the sme ti and FV theory for the solid; shaded region:
twophase region from previous approximations; dashed line:
nemati -sme ti spinodal from PL theory; dotted: nemati sme ti spinodal from V3 theory; lled triangles: simulation results for oexisten e pa king fra tions of sme ti 
solid transition in parallel ylinders (α = ∞) from Veerman and Frenkel5 , and for liquidsolid oexisten e in hard
spheres17 (α = 1); lled square: nemati sme ti spinodal
from omputer simulation of Veerman and Frenkel5 ; open
ir les: our simulation estimates for nemati sme ti spinodal; open squares: our simulation estimates for rstorder
sme ti solid transition; open triangles: our simulation estimates for rstorder nemati solid transition. In the latter
two ases the verti al bars only indi ate limits of metastability. Labels indi ate stable phases; N, nemati ; S, sme ti ;
ABC and AAA, rystalline solids with orresponding symmetries. Verti al dotdashed line: approximate limit of degenera y of ABC and AAA stru tures within FV theory.

der in density for the lowdensity nemati phase (V3), a
resummed virial expansion of the ParsonsLee type (PL)
for intermediate densities, and freevolume (FV) theory
for the highdensity rystal. The V3 theory was initially
used to analyse possible bifur ations of the nemati phase
to sme ti or olumnar phases13 . The qualitative results
as far as the ontinuous nemati sme ti transition is
on erned are the same for both V3 and PL theories;
they only dier quantitatively, as an be seen in Fig. 5.
For large values of α−1 (the only available from simulations), the MC data are bra keted by the two theories,
but the trend that the pa king fra tion at bifur ation
in reases with α−1 in this regime is aptured orre tly.
This in rease is basi ally due to the de rease in parti le
volume as ylinders hange to ellipsoids. The dieren es
between the V3 and PL predi tions an be tra ed ba k
to their dierent treatment of orrelations: V3 in ludes
threebody orrelations exa tly, but the remaining terms
are negle ted, while PL only in ludes the exa t twobody

3.0
2.5

pv0 /kT

0.6

orrelations but approximately resums the higherorder
density orrelations.
The PL theory, together with the FV theory for the
rystal, were used to ompute the nemati solid and
sme ti solid transitions. These are rstorder transitions, with a wide density gap. The twophase region
merges with the nemati sme ti spinodal oming from
lower densities at a riti al endpoint lo ated at αc ≃ 1.2;
this value approximately agrees with that inferred from
the simulations. For lower values of α there is dire t oexisten e between nemati and solid phases, and the theory
also seems to agree with simulations in the limit of hard
spheres (this agreement is fortuitous as it is well known
that the PL theory is inappropriate to model spatial orrelations in the hard-sphere uid; the weighted-density
theory18 or a theory based on FMT19 are known to be
more adequate). In the opposite limit ( ylinders), however, there is a big dis repan y with simulation, not only
in the lo ation of the nemati sme ti spinodal and the
sme ti solid phase transition, but also in the density gap
of the latter whi h is signi antly overestimated as ompared to the MC simulations. In this limit the weighteddensity type theories, developed for a HSC uid20 , are
obviously more appropriate to predi t the spatial orrelations. The PL and FV theories were also used to ompute the sme ti  olumnar and olumnarsolid transitions. These results are not plotted in the phase diagram
sin e the region of olumnar stability is always preempted
by rystallization dire tly from the sme ti phase; this
feature also agrees with simulations whi h, as mentioned
before, do not seem to give on lusive eviden e for stable
olumnar ordering in this model.
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Figure 6: Equation of state for the PHSE system with α =
1.5. Symbols: MC results; ontinuous line: nemati bran h as
obtained from CS approximation; dashed line: sme ti bran h
from PL theory; dotted line: solid bran h a ording to FV
theory.

The quality of the dierent approximations, in the density range where ea h of them was used, an be he ked
by examining the equation of state (EOS). This is done

7
in Fig. 6, whi h refers to the ase α = 1.5. The gure also ontains the MC simulation data. The PL theory, whi h redu es to the CarnahanStarling approximation for the nemati phase ( ontinuous line), represents
orre tly the EOS up to pa king fra tions of η ≃ 0.4,
just before the transition to the sme ti phase o urs
(ηNS ≃ 0.43). The PL theory is not as a urate for the
sme ti phase (dashed line), sin e it overestimates the
pressure. The nemati sme ti transition density (bifuration point) is reasonably well reprodu ed. In the solid
bran h (dotted line), the equation of state is a urately
represented (in fa t better as the density approa hes the
losepa king limit), as expe ted, but the sme ti solid
transition is not orre tly reprodu ed (value of pressure,
lo ation of transition densities and density gap), due to
the defe ts in the sme ti and solid equations of state.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

We an on lude from our study that there is lear
eviden e that in the PHSE uid sme ti ity begins to be
favoured entropi ally beyond a riti al value of the exponent αc ≃ 1.21.3; this is surprisingly lose to the value
orresponding to ellipsoids (α = 1). Therefore, the uid
of parallel hard ellipsoids does not seem to be pathologi al or spe ial in not exhibiting a stable sme ti phase;
rather, there is a family of parti le shapes beyond the
ellipsoid that do not possess stable sme ti phases, although the extent of the family in parameter spa e is
small.
The explanation for this behaviour lies, of ourse, in
the pa king e ien y of these hardparti le uids. The
formation of the sme ti phase is the result of a deliate pa king ee t dire tly related to parti le shape. In
the HE uid, the ellipsoidal geometry reates a large tenden y for parti les to interlo k at their ends, whi h favors
the stabilisation of the rystal phase with detriment to
the sme ti phase. This ee t is not relevant in the ase
of HSC and sets in at some intermediate parti le shape.
Our simulation results seem to indi ate that the olumnar phase is not stable for this family of parallel rods.
But free-energy omputations will be needed to settle
this question. However, in ommon with the ase of parallel ylinders, it is not likely that the olumnar phase
will be stable in our model. All these on lusions orrespond to the model of parallel parti les. Analysis should
be extended to onsider parti les with free orientational
degrees of freedom. Given the high degree of orientational order of the sme ti phases, we do no think the
on lusions drawn from our study will be hanged substantially.
As a byprodu t of our analysis, we have assessed the
validity of various theoreti al approximations by omparison with the simulation results. A ombination of free
volume and PL theories qualitatively predi ts the orre t
phase stability, but the agreement is far from quantitative, ex ept in the parameter region lose to the spheres;

in parti ular, the value of shape anisotropy beyond whi h
sme ti stability sets in is quite in agreement with simulations. Use of the PL theory to onsistently des ribe
all phases is not adequate, sin e this theory progressively
degrades as order builds up in the system: therefore, the
agreement is probably fortuitous.
An obvious avenue to improve the theoreti al treatment is to use a more sophisti ated theory, whi h is still
to be formulated. A promising approa h is FMT, whi h
one hopes would orre tly predi t the relative stability of
non-uniform phases; this belief is based on FMT al ulations applied to the parti ular ase of parallel hard ylinders, as shown in Ref.8 . However, the extension of this
theory to superellipsoidal geometry would demand the
use of strong approximations, in the line of Ref.21 where
only the rst terms of the ex ess free-energy asymptoti
expansion with respe t to κ−1 (with κ the parti le aspe t ratio) are taken into a ount. This pro edure ould
disrupt the high predi tive power of FMT as on erns
the pre ise lo ation of phase transitions and the relative
stability of dierent non-uniform phases. Further investigation of this problem would be needed but is left for
future work.
Interesting questions on the ee t of parti le shape on
the depletion intera tion between two anisotropi bodies mediated by small spheri al parti les an be studied
within the present model. Re ent studies have shown
that parti le geometry has a strong ee t on the depletion for es22 . The present model an be used to tune the
geometry of the parti le with a single parameter, from
ellipsoids to ylinders, and allows the study of the evolution of the depletion potential with respe t to α when
two superellipsoids are immersed in a sea of small hard
spheres. Work in this dire tion is in progress.
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Appendix A: SPINODAL INSTABILITY OF N-S
TRANSITION

The spinodal instability oin ides with the lo ation of
the ontinuous N-S phase transition. The instability ondition an be al ulated by solving the following set of
equations
1 − ρĉ(η, q) = 0,

∂ĉ(η, q)
= 0,
∂q

(A1)
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where ĉ(η, q) is the Fourier transform of the dire t orrelation fun tion. The equations are to be solved for η ∗ and
q ∗ , whi h are the value of the pa king fra tion and the
wave number of the sme ti phase, both at bifur ation.
The se ond equation refers to the absolute minimum of
−ĉ(η, q) as this is a strongly os illatory fun tion of q .
To al ulate the spinodal urve a model for the dire t
orrelation fun tion is needed. The third virial approa h,
Eqn. (3), gives
ĉ(η, q) = fˆ(q) + ρ∆(q),

(A2)

where
the Fourier transform of the Mayer fun tion fˆ(q) =
R
iqz
dre f (r) gives the following result for a PHSE parti le
with unit breadth and height:
4π
− fˆ(q) =
q

Z

1
0

and

h
1/(2α) i
dzz sin q 1 − z 2α
,

− ∆(q) =
∆V (r) =

Z
Z

(A3)

dreiqz f (r)∆V (r),

(A4)

dr′ f (r′ )f (r − r′ ).

(A5)

For ea h value of q (whi h is understood to be given in
units of σ0 ), taken from a set of equally-spa ed points,
the fun tion ∆(q) was al ulated by MC integration for a
xed α. Then the equations (A1) were solved to nd the
spinodal urve η ∗ (α). Finally, the Parsons-Lee approa h
gives ĉ(η, q) = 14 ΨHS (η)fˆ(q).
Appendix B: PARAMETERIZATIONS OF THE
PARSONS-LEE THEORY

The density distributions for sme ti and olumnar
symmetries were parameterized using two dierent approa hes. The rst, based on a Fourier expansion, is
more adequate for relatively low mean densities, while the
other, a parameterization based on two parameters (one
being a measure of the width of the density peaks, the
other being the sme ti or olumnar latti e parameters 
periods), is more appropriate for highdensity phases, as
the numeri al onvergen e of the minimization s hemes is
mu h easier when the parameter spa e is redu ed to two
variables. We have used the following parameterization
for the density prole of the sme ti phase:
ρ(z) =

ρ0
exp (λ cos qz),
I0 (λ)

(B1)

Rd
where ρ0 = d−1 0 dzρ(z) is the mean density, q = 2π/d
the wave number (d being the sme ti period), λ the
minimization parameter, and I0 (λ) the zeroth order modied Bessel fun tion. Inserting this expression into the
ParsonsLee fun tional, Eqn. (5), we nd the following

expression for ϕex = βFex /N , the ex ess part of the freeenergy per parti le and unit thermal energy:
ϕex = −

ΨHS (η) −1
d
2B2HS ρ20

Z

d

dzρ(z)

0

Z

∞

−∞

dz ′ ρ(z ′ )f˜(z − z ′ ),

(B2)

where B2HS = 4v0 (α) (sin e the volume of the referen e HS parti le is made to oin ideR with that of the
PHSE). Also we have dened f˜(z) = dr⊥ f (r⊥ ) as the
integrated Mayer fun tion over the transverse area, with
r⊥ = (x, y). Note that the HS free-energy per parti le is
ΨHS (η) = (4 − 3η)η/(1 − η)2. By al ulating the integral
involved in Eq. (B2) we nd expli itly
ϕex = 2ΨHS (η)Cα χ(λ; α),

(B3)

where


3α −1 1 1
Cα =
(B4)
B
,
,
2
α 2α


Z 1
q∗ z
χ(λ; α) = I0−2 (λ)
dz(1 − z 2α )1/α I0 2λ cos
,
2
0
(B5)

and q ∗ = 2πσ0 /d. Finally, the ideal part of the freeenergy per parti le and unit thermal energy, ϕid ≡
βFid /N , an be found as
ϕid = ln η − 1 + λ

I1 (λ)
− ln I0 (λ),
I0 (λ)

(B6)

where I1 (x) is the rst order modied Bessel fun tion.
We have minimized the total energy ϕ = ϕid + ϕex with
respe t to λ and d for a xed value of η .
For the olumnar phase, the parameterization hosen
is a sum of Gaussian peaks entered at the sites of the
triangular latti e:
ρ(r⊥ ) =

h
i
λ0 ρ0 Acell X
exp −λ0 (r⊥ − Rk )2 ,
π

(B7)

k

and normalized in su h a√ way that integration over the
unit ell of area Acell = 3a2 /2 (a being the latti e parameter of the triangular ell) gives the mean density ρ0 .
The position of the latti
e sites are
 Rk = k1 a1 + k2 a2
a √
(ki ∈ Z ) with an =
3, (−1)n being the ve tors of
2
the triangular latti e. The Gaussian width is ontrolled
by the parameter λ0 whi h, together with a, dene the
set of minimization variables. The ex ess part of the
free-energy per parti le an be al ulated as
X γ ∗2
γ
e− 2 (Rk )
ϕex = A∗cell ΨHS (η)Cα
π
k
Z 1/a∗
h
i1/(2α) γ 2
2α
×
drr 1 − (ra∗ )
e− 2 r I0 (γRk∗ r),
0

(B8)
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where γ√ = λ0 a2 , a∗ = a/σ0 , Rk∗ = |Rk |/a, and
3 ∗ 2
A∗cell =
(a ) (the unit ell area in dimensionless
2
units). Correspondingly the ideal part of the free-energy
per parti le is dened by
Z
Z ∞
h√
i
1 2π
ϕid = ln 3ηγ/(2π) − 1 +
dφ
drr
π 0
0
"
#
X
√
∗ 2
2
× e−r ln
e−(r− γRk )
(B9)
k

An useful approximation for the ideal part when γ ≫ 1
an be obtained by taking R∗k → 0 in Eqn. (B9), with
the result
h√
i
ϕid = ln 3ηγ/(2π) − 2.
(B10)

Also, the ex ess part (B8) an be approximated by taking
only the terms k = (0, ±1), k = (±1, 0), k = (1, −1) and
k = (−1, 1) in the sum (i.e. onsidering only the nearest
neighbours of a given site).
Now we pro eed to des ribe the other parametrization used for minimization at low densities: a trun ated
Fourier expansion of the density the density prole. This
expansion for the sme ti symmetry is
"
#
N
X
ρ(z) = ρ0 ψ(z) = ρ0 1 +
ρn cos(qnz) , (B11)

For the olumnar symmetry the Fourier expansion of
the density distribution reads
"

ρ(r⊥ ) = ρ0 ψ(r⊥ ) = ρ0 1 +
× cos



2πn1 x
√
a 3



cos

NX
1 ,N2

ρn1 n2

n1 ,n2 >0



2πn2 y
a

#
,

(B15)

where ρn1 n2 are the two-dimensional Fourier amplitudes.
After insertion of Eqn. (B15) into the Parsons-Lee expression for the ex ess free energy, we obtain

ϕex = ΨHS (η)

NX
1 ,N2

θn1 n2 Tn1 n2 ρ2n1 n2 ,

(B16)

n1,n2≥0

for the ex ess free-energy per parti le, where θn1 n2 =
(δn1 +n2 ,0 + δn1 ,0 + δn2 ,0 + 1) /4, and
Tn1 n2 = 4Cα

Z

0

1

dzz 1 − z 2α

1/(2α)

J0 (qn1 n2 z), (B17)

with J0 (x)r the zeroth order Bessel fun tion and
2π n21
qn1 n2 = ∗
+ n22 . The ideal part of the free-energy
a
3
per parti le for olumnar symmetry an be al ulated as

n>0

with ρn the Fourier amplitudes. Using this parameterization, the ex ess part of the free-energy per parti le
reads
ϕex = ΨHS (η)

N
X

θn Tn ρ2n ,

(B12)

n≥0

where θn = (1 + δn,0 )/2 and
4Cα
Tn =
qn

Z

0

1

h
1/(2α) i
dzz sin qn 1 − z 2α
,

(B13)

with qn = qσ0 n, while the ideal part is
ϕid = ln η − 1 + 2

∗
†

1
2
3
4

Z

1/2

dzψ(dz) ln ψ(dz).

(B14)

ϕid

8
= ln η − 1 + √
3 3a2
× ψ(x, y) ln ψ(x, y).

Z

0

√
3a/2

dx

Z

√
a−x/ 3

dy
0

(B18)

This time the total free-energy per parti le should be
minimized with respe t to the latti e parameter a and
also with respe t to the Fourier amplitudes ρn1 n2 . While
the Fourier parameterizations were used for the minimization of the total free-energy of the sme ti and
olumnar phases at low densities (up to η ∼ 0.55), the
orresponding parameterizations using only two parameters, des ribed above, were used to minimize the free
energies per parti le of these phases at higher densities.
Both approa hes were he ked for onsisten y at intermediate densities.
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